Introduction
Consider the nonlinear delay difference equation Recently, the semicycles of solutions of the delay difference equations have been investigated by Zhou and Zhang [10] [11] [12] [13] . Our purpose in this paper is to study the semicycles of solutions of Eq.(l). In Section 2, we determine upper bound of numbers of terms of semicycles of (1) in following two cases:
For the sake of convenience, we set
where u, v are positive integers, and a = max cr^.
<i<m
The following definitions can be found in [3] , [4] , DEFINITION (3) and that m
X~k<ri =°> ¿=1 has no positive real roots. Then lim r -A r = oo.
This implies that A = ^ is a positive root of (5). This is a contradiction. The proof is completed.
LEMMA 2. Assume that the sequence {Br} is defined by (4) and that (5) has positive real roots. Then {Br} is nonincreasing and lim^oo Br = A*, where
A* is the largest root of equation (5) on (0, Proof. First, we prove the sequence {Br} is nonincreasing. Since
Hence, by induction, suppose that Br < Br^\. Then we have
= Br
Thus, the sequence {Br} is nonincreasing. From (5), it is obvious that Bi > A*, by induction
Hence, {Br} is nonincreasing and bounded. Therefore, lim^oo Br exists.
Letting r -> oo, we have limr_>oo Br = The proof is completed. (6) I Gttf!>^r 1} )V>i}.
Proof. Otherwise, without loss of generality, we assume that {xn} is a solution of (1) Using (1), (2) and (8) we have i.e.,
On the other hand, from (9) we have (12) Xni+Ra+i_0i > A^Zlx-n-L+Ra-Therefore, by (1) and (12) (cxni+,R<7+i) fc = (ax ni +R <7+ 
Then (11) and (13) Proof. Otherwise, without loss of generality, we assume that {xn\ is a solution of (1) Repeating the above procedure, we get This contradicts with (14) and completes the proof. Hence, R = 10. Therefore, every negative semicycle of every eventually nontrivial solution of (19) has at most 2 + 2 x 10 = 22 terms, and every positive semicycle of every eventually nontrivial solution of (19) has at most 22 consecutive terms greater than zero.
